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Abstract. The notion of simultaneous reduction of pairs of matrices and linear operators to 
triangular forms is introduced and a survey of known material on the subject is given. Further, 
some open problems are pointed out throughout the text. The paper is meant to be accessible 
to the non-specialist and does not contain any new results or proofs. 
1. Background information. The well-known theorem of Schur (see for example 
[23]) states that if A is a complex m x m matrix, then there exists a unitary m x m matrix 
U, such that u- 1 AU is an upper triangular matrix. In other words, each square complex 
matrix can be reduced to upper triangular form by a unitary similarity tram;formation. 
For pairs of square complex matrices, the following result was obtained by McCoy [24]. 
Trrnon.EI\I 1. Let A, Z be a pa-ir of complex: m x m matrices. Then the following two 
statenicnts an: equivalent: 
1. There e:x:ist8 an invcrhble m x m rnatr"ix S, snch that both s-1 AS and s-1 ZS are 
'upper triangnlar matrices. 
2. FoT each polynomial p(A, p.) ·in the non-com:m:ating variables ,\ and p., the m x m 
matri1: Jl(.4, Z)(AZ -- ZA) is nilpotent. 
A pair of m x rn matrices A, Z which satisfies the statements of Theorem 1 is said to 
admit simultaneous reduction to upper triangular form. The proof of Theorem 1 in [24] 
is rather involved. Elementary proofs of this theorem have been obtained in [13] and [17]. 
The theorem is made more explicit for certain pairs of matrices in [19] and [20]. Further, 
a recent extension of Theorem 1 is given in [26]. The literature on this subject, which 
includes a paper of Frobenius [16] of almost a century ago, is extensive. For more infor-
mation and references, see [21]. Generalizations of Theorem 1 to an infinite dimensional 
context has been obtained in [22] and [25]; see also Section 3. 
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This paper also deals with simultaneous reduction to triangular forms. However, the 
emphasis is not on simultaneous reduction to "the same", e.g. upper, triangular form, but 
on simultaneous reduction to "complementary" triangular forms. As we shall see later 
on, the motivation for studying this issue comes from systems theory. But let us first give 
the definition and state two of the earliest results. 
Let A and Z be m x m matrices. We say that the pair A, Z admits simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms, if there exists an invertible matrix S (not 
necessarily unitary) such that s- 1 AS is an upper triangular matrix and s-1 Z S is a lower 
triangular matrix. 
Here are two early results about this notion. The first result was implicit in the proof 
of Theorem 1.6 in [3]; for an explicit statement, see [2]. The second result appeared in 
[4]. The spectrum of a square matrix A is denoted by a(A). 
THEOREM 2. Let A, Z be a pair of m x m matrices. If either A or Z is diagonalizable, 
then the pa·ir A, Z admits simultaneous reductfon to complementary triangular forms. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, Z be a pair of m x m matrices, such that rank(A - Z) = 1 
and such that a(A) n a(Z) = 0. Then the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. 
If a pair of m x m matrices A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to upper triangu-
lar form, we may assume without loss of generality that the invertible m x m matrix S 
involved can be chosen to be unitary. For complementary triangular forms, this is not 
the case: There exist pairs of m x m matrices A, Z that admit simultaneous reduction 
to complementary triangular forms, for which the invertible m x m matrix S involved 
cannot be taken unitary. This already indicates that simultaneous reduction to upper 
triangular form and simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms are quite 
different matters. Nevertheless, a connection between the two notions is formulated in 
the following proposition, which is proved in [12]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A and Z be m x m matrices. The pair A, Z admits simultaneow; 
reduction to cornplernentary triangular forms if and only if there exists a positive definite 
m x m matrix H such that the pair A, H-1 Z* H admits simultaneous reduction to ·upprr 
triangular form. 
The collection of pairs of m x m matrices that admit simultaneous reduction to com-
plementary triangular forms is denoted by C ( m). The collections of low order matrices 
C(2) and C(3) have been described completely; see Remark 2.3.6 in [29]. Form 2: 4, a full 
description of C(m) is not known. One could hope for a reasonable general description by 
combining Proposition 4 and McCoy's theorem (Theorem 1). Unfortunately, the existence 
problem of the positive definite matrix H in Proposition 4 turns out to be as complicated 
as the study of simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms itself. 
Altogether, there are no non-trivial results concerning the general case. On the other 
hand, some quite satisfactory results are obtained for pairs of matrices, taken from certain 
c:lasses of matrices. Results in this direction have been obtained by several authors; see 
[4], [8]--[11] and [15]. One of these results concerns pairs of matrices of first companion 
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Note that the characteristic polynomial for this matrix reads a(,\) = det(,\ - Ca) = 
ao + a1A + ... + am-1Am-l + xn. The following result is taken from [4]. 
THEOREM 5. Let A and Z be first companion m x m matrices. Then the pair A, Z 
admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms if and only if there 
exist orderings 
(1, · · ·, (m 
of the eigenvalues for A and Z respectively, counted according to their algebraic multi-
plicities, such that 
k + l::; m. 
In short, a pair of first companion matrices admits simultaneous reduction to comple-
mentary triangular forms if and only if a combinatorial condition is met. Moreover, this 
combinatorial condition comes up in the study of the Two J\fachine Flow Shop Problem 
frorn job scheduling theory. For more details on this surprising connection, see [5] [7], [:H ]. 
Now let us give a motivation for studying complementary triangular forms for pairs 
of matrices. We shall do this by making a connection with systems theory. Consider the 
linear dynamical system 
(1) {
a::' (t) = A:c(t) +Bu.( t) 
(L') y(t) = C:r(t) + u(t) 
x(O) = 0 
wlu~n· :i:(I) is an 111-vcctor, u,(t) and y(t) are n-vectors, and A, B and Care matrices of 
appropriat<' sizes. The equations represeHt a systPm 2-' with input u(t) and output y(t) 
(at tinw t) as illustrated hdow. 
IL~·?-.IJ 
B v t.ak i 11 g t.l w Laplace transform of ( 1), and by cancelliug the Laplace transform i( ,\) of 
:i:(I), we SC(' that th<' Laplace transforms u(,\) and fj(,\) of, respectively, the input vector 
11 (1) and t11e output vN:tur y(t) are related as follows: 
fj(>.) = W(>-)u(,\). 
Hnc H' ( ,\) is the so-called transfer function of E, giveu by 
(2) W(,\) = T,, + C(H,,, - A)- 1 B. 
Th<' 11 /'. 11 matrix hrnctiou W(,\) is rational, i.e., its entries are quotients of polynomials. 
Fmtlwr. W ( >.) is analytic at infinity with value W ( oo) = In, the n x n identity matrix. 
In tlw fulluwing, we shall consider factorizations of such transfer functions which lead to 
cascade d<:c1J1upositions of the underlying system;;. 
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It can be shown that all rational n x n matrix functions W(> .. ) analytic at infinity with 
W( oo) = In can be written in realization form (2) for certain matrices A, B and C. The 
smallest possible integer m for which a given rational matrix function W(>..) admits a real-
ization (2) is called the McMillan degree of W(>..) and is denoted by 8(W). One may inter-
pret the integer 8(W) as a measure of complexity of the corresponding system E. In fact, it 
equals the number of poles of W(>..) counted according to their pole multiplicities (cf. [3]). 
To put factorizations of these rational matrix functions in perspective, we will first 
discuss the scalar case: The quotient w(>..) = p(>..)/ q(>..) of two polynomials of degree m is 
a scalar rational function. We will assume that the polynomials are monic, i.e., have lead-
ing coefficient equal to one, so that w ( oo) = 1. The scalar function w ( >..) has McMillan 
degree 8( w) = rn if and only if p(>.) and q(>..) have no roots in common. The Fundamental 
Theorem of Algebra, applied both top(>..) and q(>..), then yields 
w(.\) = (~) (~) ... (>..-nm), 
A - f31 A - f32 A - f3m 
where a 1 , ... , nm are the roots of p(.\), and fh, ... , f3m are the roots of q(>.). Note that 
A - CXk f3k - CXk 
wk(>-)=--==l+ , k=l, ... ,ni, 
>.. - f3k >.. - f3k 
are scalar rational functions of McMillan degree one. Therefore, each scalar rational func-
tion w(>..) of McMillan degree m, with w(oo) = 1, is the product 
w(>..) = w1(.\) .. . wm(>..) 
of m scalar rational functions of McMillan degree one. 
We will now discuss this type of factorization for rational matrix functions. Rational 
matrix functions of McMillan degree one are called elementary rational matrix fanctfons. 
Such a function is of the form 
(3) 1 T W(>.) =In+ -,-cb , 
I\ - a 
where a is a scalar and b and c are n-vectors. A complete factorization of a minimal 
realization (2) is a factorization 
(4) W(>..) = W1(>..) ... Wm(>..) 
into m = 8(W) elementary rational matrix functions 
1 T Wk(.\) = I 11 + -,--ckbk, k = 1, ... , 7Tl. 
I\ - ak 
Each elementary rational matrix function Wk(>..) corresponds to an "elementary" sys-
tem I.; k. In this manner, the complete factoriiation ( 4) corresponds to the cascade de-
composition 
u~---~Y 
of the system I.; into "elementary" systems I.:1 , ... , Em. The question of which rational 
matrix functions admit a complete factorization is answered by the following theorem, 
which appeared in [2] and [4]. 
THEOREM 6. A rational matrix function W(>..) =In+ C(>.Im - A)- 1B of McMillan 
degree m admits a complete factorization if and only if the pair of m x m matrices A, 
A - BC admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms. 
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Not all rational matrix functions admit a complete factorization. For example, the 
rational 2 x 2 matrix function 
does not have this property. Indeed, this rational matrix function admits a minimal re-
alization (2) with 
A=(~~), (-1 0) C= 0 0 . 
Computation yields A = A - BC. For the pair A, A - BC to admit simultaneous reduc-
tion to complementary triangular forms, it is necessary and sufficient that A = A - BC 
is diagonalizable. Clearly, this is not the case. Theorem 6 implies that W(.X.) does not 
admit a complete factorization. 
So far, known material concerning complementary triangular forms and its connection 
with systems theory has been presented. In the next two sections, an outline is given of 
more recent results on the subject. These results and their proofs can be found in [29]. 
2. Finite matrices. The first result we shall discuss here is closely related to The-
orem 6. As mentioned in the previous section, not all rational matrix functions admit 
a complete factorization. Recall that in the definition of a complete factorization, we 
required the elementary factors to be of a specific type, as in (3). If more general types 
of elementary factors are allowed (e.g. non-square ones), then the situation becomes dif-
ferent; see [28]. 
The factorization result we are about to present also involves elementary factors of 
the specific form (3), as in the case of complete factorization. However, we will allow the 
number of elementary factors to be larger than the McMillan degree of the rational matrix 
function under corn;ideration. In terms of [3], this means that the factorizations need not 
be minimal. The smallest number of factors that is needed to factorize a given rational 
matrix function W(.A.) into elementary factors is denoted by e(W), and a factorization into 
e(W) factors is called a q·uasicomplete factorizatfon. We now state the factorization result. 
THEOREM 7. Each non-trivial rational matrix function 
W(A) =I,,+ C(>Jm - A)- 1 B 
admits a quasicomplete factorizat·ion. In fact, the number of factors involved in such a 
factorization satisfies the estimates 
(5) 8(W) S: e(W) S: 28(W) - 1. 
The first inequality in (5) is obvious, the second one requires a non-trivial proof (see 
(29] or [30]) that uses the Pole Assignment Theorem from systems theory. Another aspect 
of the proof is that it starts with a minimal realization W(A) = In +C(>Jm -A)- 1 B, from 
which another (non-minimal) realization W(A) =In +C(AJ.,-A)-1 Bis constructed. The 
matrices A, B and C are particular extensions of the matrices A, B and C, constructed 
in such a way that the pair A, A - BC admits simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms. 
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A special type of extensions of those mentioned in the last paragraph are extensions 
with zeroes. This type of extensions leads to the following problem, which, by the way, 
also comes up in the study of complementary triangular forms in an infinite-dimensional 
context; see Section 3. 
Let A1 and Z1 be m1 x m 1 matrices. Does there exist a non-negative integer m2, such 
that the pair of (m1 +m2) x (mi +m2) matrices AiEBOm2 , ZiEBOm2 admits simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms? In other words, does the pair Ai, Z1 admit 
simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms after extension with zeroes? 
Note that we include the case when the pair Ai, Zi admits simultaneous reduction 
to complementary triangular forms without extension, i.e., the case when the integer m2 
can be taken zero. 
It is a highly non-trivial fact that there exist pairs of m1 x mi matrices Ai, Z1 which 
do not admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms, but obtain this 
property after extension with zeroes. Indeed, the pair of 4 x 4 matrices 
Ai= (H H) ' z = (H ! :) 
0100 0000 
does not admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms, i.e., (Ai, Z1) 
(j. C( 4). On the other hand, (Ai EBO, Z1 EB0) E C(5). Details are given in Section 3.2 of (29]. 
In Chapter 3 of [29], it is shown that for all pairs of matrices that are taken from 
classes of matrices for which a transparent description of simultaneous reduction to com-
plementary triangular forms is known, e.g. for pairs of first companion matrices, the 
situation is different from the example given above. For these pairs Ai, Z1, the following 
holds true: If m2 is a non-negative integer such that (Ai EB Om2 , Zi EB Om2 ) E C ( m1 + m2), 
then also (Ai, Zi) E C(mi). We may conclude that for such a pair, extending with zeroes 
does not produce the property of simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms, unless the pair had this property from the beginning. 
As was mentioned before, the problem of complementary triangular forms after ex-
tensions with zeroes comes up in the infinite-dimensional setting. The following result is 
obtained there as a by-product. 
PROPOSITION 8. If the pair of m1 x mi matrices Ai, Z1 admits simultaneous reduction 
to complementary triangular forms after extension with zeroes, then ( A1 EB Om2 , Z1 EB 
Om2 ) E C(mi + m2) for a non-negative integer m2 that satisfies the estimate 
m2:::;: 8mi - 3mi. 
Even in the general case, the estimate in Proposition 8 is probably not sharp, although 
improved estimates have not been found yet. 
3. Bounded operators. In this section, the notion of complementary triangular 
forms for pairs of bounded operators on an infinite-dimensional Banach space is con-
sidered. A precise description of what is meant by a bounded linear operator in upper 
triangular form is given in terms of so-called maximal nests of invariant subspaces. A nest 
of subspaces is a collection of subspaces which is linearly ordered by inclusion. Maximal 
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~es~s of subs?a~es a~e nests that are not properly contained in any other nest. Further, a 
subspa.ce Mis invariant for the linear operator A if x E M implies Ax E M, so AM c M. 
A lmear operator A acting on a Banach space X is called upper triangular with -
to ~ maximal nest M of subspaces if M consists of subspaces that are invariant for A. 
To illustrate the definitio · t 1 Th fi · · n, we give wo examp es. e rst example is very snnple: Let 
(
0 1 0 0 .. ·i 0 0 1 0 .. . 
U= 0 0 0 1 .. . 
0 0 0 0 .. . 
. . 
. . 
denote the backward shift on HZ+). If { ek I k E z+} denotes the standard basis in 
l2 (:z+), then U is upper triangular with respect to the maximal nest of subspaces 
M = {span{e1, ... , ek} I k E z+} u {(O), Z2(Z+)}. 
The c;econd example, which is quite different from the finite-dimensional setting, is t ht• 
Volterra integration operator V, acting on L2 (0, 1). It is given by 
x 
V f(x) == ~ f(t) dt, 
0 
and it is upper triangular with respect to the continuous ma..'<imal nest of subspaces 
M == {L2(T, 1) I 0:::: T:::: l}. 
Indeed, the subspaces (O ::::; T :::; 1) 
L2(T, 1) == {f If E L2(0, 1), f == 0 a.e. on (0, T)} 
are invariant for V. In fact, this is the only rna..'<imal invariant nest of subspaces for F. 
hence V is unicellular; see for example [18] or [27]. 
It is well-known that each compact operator on a Banach space has a maximal iwst of 
iu.varia11t subspaces; see [1]. This result can be seen as an infinite-(limensional 
to Sdrnr's theorem. Recall that an operator is cmnpact if it maps tlw unit hall intn a 
cu111 pact set. Further, a bounded operator A is q1wsi11.ilpotent if a( A) ccc. { 0}. The anah •grn· 
tu McCoy's theorem for pairs of compact opnators on an infinite-dimensional Banach 
space is provided hy the following result from [22]. 
TirnoRElvl 9. Lf:t A and Z be compact operators acting on a Barwd1 .span:.\. Tlit11 A 
!Lnd Z ha:ue o. cmnrnon nwJ:·im.al ru:st of invariant 11ubspo.ces if and only If for rad1 pulynu-
m:ial p( .\, 11.) in the non-com:m.11.hng 1mriable11 .\ and p, th1: corn.pad opcrntor p\ A. Z) \ AZ -
Z A) ·i.s qnosin:i.lpotcnt. 
Befor<' we define complementary triangular forms for a pair of hounded opnators un 
a Banach space, we return to the finite matrix case: A pair of rn x 1n matrices A, Z 
admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms if and only if there 
existc; a collertiou of projections P = {Pk- \ 0 <:'., k :S m}, such tl1at the collect inns 
{Rann, I ll -.:; k: s, m} and {Ker Pk I 0::; k :Sm} are maximal nests of invariant s~1h­
spaces for A and Z respectively. With the natural ordering on projections. the collectwn 
p of projections is a maximal nest of projections. 
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In order to extend the notion of complementary triangular forms to pairs of bounded 
operators on an infinite-dimensional Banach space X, we need to consider nests of projec-
tions on X. In Chapter 4 of [29], it is explained that the most straightforward definition 
that comes to mind, namely that of maximal nests of projections, does not really work. 
One needs the somewhat more restricted notion of a simple nest of projections. In its 
definition below, strong suprema and infima are considered. The strong supremum Po of 
a nest of projections P is an upper bound for the nest such that 
c!(LJ{RanP IP E P}) =Ran Po, 
n{KerP Ip E 'P} =Ker Po. 
If the strong supremum for P exists, it is denoted by VP. The definition of the strong 
infimum of the nest P is similar. If it exists, it is denoted by /\ P. A nest of projections 
P is called simple if the following properties are satisfied. 
1. The trivial projections 0 and I are in P. 
2. For any non-empty subnest P 1 ~ P, the strong supremum V P 1 and the ~Mong 
infimum /\ 'P1 exist and are in P. 
3. If P1, P2 E 'P, P1 < P2, and there does not exist PEP with P 1 < P < P2 , then 
rank(P2 - Pi) = 1. 
With this notion available to us, we introduce complementary triangular forms for 
pairs of bounded operators on a Banach space. It is convenient to give such a definition 
by describing the relevant collection of pairs of bounded operators. 
The collection C(X) consists of pairs of bounded operators A, Z acting on X with 
the following property: There exists a simple nest of projections P on X, such that 
AP =PAP, and PZ = PZP for all PE 'P. 
Theorem 4.1.3 of [29] states that a nest of projections is simple if and only if the 
collections {Ran P I P E P} and {Ker P I P E P} are maximal nests of subspaces. It 
follows that if P is a simple nest of projections such that AP = PAP and P Z = P ZP 
for all P E P, then {Ran P I P E P} and {Ker P I P E P} are maximal nests of invariant 
subspaces for A and Z respectively. 
There are many well-known examples of simple nests of subspaces. First of all, each 
maximal nest of orthoprojectors on a Hilbert space is simple. In particular, each or-
thonormal basis { en}~=l in a Hilbert space induces a simple nest of orthoprojections 
{Pn}~0 U {I}, where the non-trivial orthoprojections are given by 
n 
Pnx = 2._)x, ek)ek, n E z+. 
k=l 
Further, the nest of projections induced by a Schauder basis in a Banach space forms a 
simple nest of projections. 
If A and Z are finite rank operators acting on X, then there exists a finite rank pro-
jection P such that A= PAP and Z = PZP. Moreover, the restrictions A1 , Z1 of A, 
Z, respectively, to the finite-dimensional subspace Ran P can be identified with a pair of 
finite matrices of order rank P. 
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If a pair of finite rank operators assumes complementary triangular forms with re-
spect to a simple nest, the question remains whether anything can be said about the pair 
of restrictions Ai, Zi. It turns out that the notion of simultaneous reduction to comple-
mentary triangular forms after extension with zeroes plays a role here. This is shown by 
Proposition 10 below (see Chapter 5 in [29]). 
The proposition involves the following geometric property for a Banach space X. A 
Banach space X has the Simple Nest Property if for each subspace Y ~ X of finite 
codimension, there exists a bounded simple nest of projections acting on Y. Note that 
Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces with a Schauder basis have the Simple Nest Property. 
It is not known to the author whether there exist Banach spaces without the Simple Nest 
Property. Taking into account (14], this problem seems to be rather interesting. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A and Z be finite rank operators acting on an infinite-dimen-
sional Banach space X. Let Ai and Zi be the restrictions to RanP as above. If (A, Z) E 
C(X), then the pair A 1 , Z 1 admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms after extension with zeroes. Moreover, if the Banach space X has the Simple Nest 
Property, then the converse also holds. 
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